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PRODUCT NEWS

Portable Power
Newly released, DeWalt’s DWE7491-XE, 254mm lightweight 26.6kg 
Jobsite Table Saw boasts power and versatility with unparalleled portability, 
durability and toughness. A steel roll cage protects against site drops and 
impacts however the saw finds itself equally at home in the workshop. 
Features include: 2000 watt motor, large table, 825mm rip capacity, 79° 
depth of cut, 45° bevel, adjustable flip-over fence, small footprint, front/rear 
fence lock and large scales for accuracy and on-board component storage. 
Two stands are available: rolling/folding for site work, or sturdy scissor for 
permanent workshop use. A full range of blades for the DWE74911-XE are 
also available. More information from www.dewalt.com.au

DIY Wood Kiln
Made in Sweden, the Sauno small-
scale kiln dries wood by means 
of steam and high temperature, 
and the manufacturers claim 
some wood can be ready to plane 
within a week. The ‘relax drying’ 
method involves heating, steaming 
and then dehumidifying wood to 
minimise cracks and degrade. You 
buy the drying units and make the 
kiln box yourself from insulated 
material from the included 
instructions. 2kw and 4kw units 
can dry 3.5 or 12 cubic metres of 
wood and kilns can be scaled larger 
with additional units. See www.
logosol.com.au, phone 0411 258 
454, email seb@swedex.com.au 
and see www.logosol.com.au

Product news
A round-up of tools and products to take notice of.

Saw, Sand and File
Box, model and toymakers will find these just the thing for 
fine work. The mitre box caters for 90°, 145° and 30° cuts 
and the saw has 42tpi and 0.2mm kerf. Finger sanders (19 
and 38mm) allow you to sand convex and concave details 
as well as tight corners (the 230 grit abrasive rotates for 
best use). The 127mm scroll saw files are ideal for cleaning 
up cuts in a variety of materials. Made from durable, 
tempered spring steel core coated with silicon carbide 
abrasive, they fit most scroll saws, pin vices, craft knife 
handles, and hand fret saws. Order from (03) 9776 1521  
or online at www.woodworksupplies.com.au

For Tooling Protection
Using recycled material is environmentally 
sound, but damaging planer and thicknesser 
blades on the hidden metal it often conceals 
is frustrating, not to mention expensive. The 
new Lumber Wizard 4 laser metal detector 
simultaneously beeps and throws a laser line 
when passed over metal. Simply pass the 
Wizard over the wood and follow with a crayon 
to mark the location of potentially damaging 
metal. Information and sales from Woodcraft 
Supplies, phone (07) 4129 4644, or see  
www.woodcraftsupplies.com.au

Very Fine Handsaws
Kakuri are Japanese manufacturers 
of chisels, bento box shavers (for 
smoked fish) and the very fine saws 
with Japanese red oak handles shown 
above. These dovetail saws have a 
35mm depth of cut and a very fine 
kerf of 0.3mm. ‘The handles’, says 
Australian distributor Christian Timbs, 
‘are so well aligned with the hand that 
they cut very straight and square’. It is 
said that award-winning Kakuri finecut 
saws will last more than a lifetime of 
use. See www.japanesetools.com.au 
or call 0412 011 160.


